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A note from the Chairman 
 

Martin Drake 
 

Another rather poor summer – weather-wise – has not dented attendance 

at our walks. Ian Waite and Mike Lock both received record-breaking 

collections on two of their events. We had large – almost unmanageable – 

numbers of visitors on a butterfly walk in the Undercliffs. In response to a 

request for more insect-orientated walks, we had several this summer; a 

few people have commented that ‘pond-dipping for adults’ (X-rated) would 

go down well. But I have to say that my insect walk at Chardstock 

consisted of me sitting in the car for 20 minutes in rain that started when I 

woke up and hadn’t stopped when I went to bed. So, excluding such 

rained-off events, there is clearly an appetite for guided walks. 

We were busy flying our flag at shows all summer. The season started 

with a welcome return to Bluebell Day at Holyford Woods, the usual Axe 

Vale Show, village shows at Uplyme and Whitford, two Natural Seaton 

events, and our own Open Day at Seaton Marshes. This last event was 

ably organised by Lesley Clarke, our secretary, in conjunction with Tim 

Dafforn and Steve Edmonds of EDDC’s Countryside Team. Read Lesley’s 

account! We don’t make money or sign up many new members but it’s 

important to remind people that there is a local conservation society fighting 

for our corner of the countryside. 

But new members do come from somewhere – we had the highest 

number ever at 952 this summer. Donald Campbell’s target of 1000 may 

yet be reached. Once we have members we need to keep them interested 

but, apart from this Newsletter, our communications are somewhat 

antiquated. We’d very much like to have members’ email addresses so we 

can send reminders of forthcoming events (so long as you don’t mind the 

intrusion), and will be making an effort to get these from you. We also are 

working, albeit rather slowly, on a revamped website that may be up-and-

running shortly. This will be under our direct control so several on the 

committee can make instant changes. We are very grateful to Adrian West 

for providing advice on how to get going with a DIY site. 
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Work parties are a key part of our winter activity, and that means not 

just hard work but also tools. They get worn out. So we are very pleased 

with a grant awarded to us by the Norman Family Charitable Trust for new 

tools (and thanks to Mike Lock for making the application). If you want 

some exercise, do come along, especially to Colyton Community Woodland 

which our society is now responsible for managing. Another area for which 

AVDCS has been trying to take responsibility is the cutting of the flower-

rich verge at Beer Road in Seaton which Rob Beard described in 

Newsletter 75. The county council are happy that someone does this, now 

that they no longer do it themselves, but there still seem to be bureaucratic 

hurdles that Rob is struggling to overcome. AVDCS lease the Borrow Pit at 

Seaton Wetlands, and by the time you read this we hope to have installed 

an interpretation board, produced with help from the EDDC Countryside 

Team and jointly funded between us. 

The last Newsletter included a request for a new treasurer to replace 

Roger Ash who has been doing the job for many years. We are pleased 

that Ruth Gray has stepped forward and we look forward to electing her at 

the AGM in October. More on Ruth in the next Newsletter. Also in the last 

newsletter Donald Campbell outlined a bid to Heritage Lottery Fund based 

around the ancient trees and herb-rich grasslands in the Umborne valley. 

We have written in support of the project and hope for a favourable 

outcome that may provide the society with another outlet for activities. 

 

Please note the Society’s 

website: 

 

 

 

www.axevaleconservation.org.uk 

 

 

http://www.axevaleconservation.org.uk/
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Fernworthy: 15th June 2015 

 
Miriam Pavey 

 
Beautiful sunshine greeted ten eager birders who gathered at 10.00am on 

15 June at Fernworthy Reservoir Car Park (Dartmoor, west of 

Moretonhampsted). We were soon watching a Mistle Thrush collecting a 

beakful of flies from the grass between us and the water. Next a colourful 

Bullfinch flew over. 

A ringing group in the car park showed us a juvenile Robin, a male 

Blackcap and juvenile Coal Tit. We learnt that the young spent just two 

weeks in the nest, first with fluffy down, then growing their flight feathers in 

the second week. They leave the nest with these basic necessities, quickly 

shedding and replacing these feathers. So that it is still some time until their 

naked bodies become fully feathered. (This was demonstrated by gently 

blowing on their tummies).  

The next two bags contained a special treat: 

female and juvenile Greater Spotted 

Woodpeckers. We were invited to feel the stiff 

tail feathers as we admired the juvenile's red 

cap and lovely markings. Several comments 

were made on how small these birds looked 

compared to the views seen through binoculars. 

Photos were taken before the birds were 

released. 

Ian Waite then led us at a gentle pace 

around the Reservoir. It wasn't long before he 

called our attention to the first of several Tree 

Pipits performing their song and flight pattern to 

help in confirming the identification. 

Two young Swallows were sitting in an almost bare tree right by the 

path, calling to their parents for food. They were still at the same spot in 

mid-afternoon when we actually witnessed feeding in progress. As we 

continued, we heard a Cuckoo calling in the distance. 
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Soon we crossed a picturesque stream at the dam end and worked our 

way up the other side of the Reservoir passing a small group of ponies with 

a cute foal. A few of us were watching a shoal of fish fry when a nearby 

fisherman began to reel in his catch, a good-sized Brown Trout. 

Several butterflies and damselflies had already been seen and identified 

(the count by the end of the day being ten species) including Small Copper, 

Common Blue, Painted Lady, Red Darter and Blue Damselfly. 

Moving on, we were soon under trees alive with a family of Long-tailed 

Tits. During our 'coffee break' a small Common Lizard appeared briefly to 

entertain us. A family of Nuthatches delighted us by climbing up and down 

gnarled trunks while feeding on insects. A female Redstart – one of several 

seen – caught our attention as she collected food in an open meadow. 

We saw many Bluebells, flowering later at this higher and cooler 

altitude. We also enjoyed three lovely Heath Spotted Orchids, along with 

other interesting flora. A picnic table in a shady spot at the far end of the 

Reservoir provided a scenic view as we ate our lunch watching a flock of 

Canada Geese and a Great Crested 

Grebe. We later continued close to the 

water's edge while scanning pine trees 

and collecting pine cones. Siskins were 

spotted but, sadly, no Crossbills. 

Throughout the day Willow Warblers 

serenaded us and eventually we 

managed to see and hear Chiffchaffs 

and a Garden Warbler. One of the 

group startled an Adder which slithered 

away before anyone else saw it. 

A total of thirty six bird species were 

identified including a Sparrowhawk carrying prey, Stonechat, Linnet and 

Goldcrest. We returned to the car park and after a further short stroll we 

departed, well satisfied with our day. 
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The Cenomanian Beer Head Limestone Formation 

 
Rob Beard 

 
Throughout the chalk provinces of southern Britain the earliest stage of the 

Upper Cretaceous is represented by Cenomanian age lower chalk (about 

97 million years old). These deposits are of generally marly chalks ranging 

from 70 to 90 metres in thickness and are fairly consistent in their lithology. 

These conventional lower chalk deposits are well developed in chalk pits 

around Membury. On the East Devon coast no such deposits are found. 

Instead the Cenomanian stage is represented by a complex series of highly 

condensed and richly fossiliferous limestones and calcareous sands 

divided into units by clearly defined erosion surfaces. The presence of 

erosion surfaces imply that nowhere in Devon is a full sequence of the 

Cenomanian exposed and that sedimentation was at times truncated by a 

combination of pre-contemporaneous erosion, sea level change and 

tectonic uplift.   

The abundance of silicate sand grains and minerals show that the 

Beer Head Limestone Formation represents deposits laid down in a 

shallow near-shore, high-energy marine environment. The fossils within it 

show that the seas at the time teemed with life. 

Aside from their unusual lithology and exceptional faunal diversity 

the coastal Cenomanian deposits of East Devon also display extraordinary 

lateral variations in thickness over very short distances. This feature is 

most fully expressed in a depositional trough running in a north-south 

direction from Wilmington to Hooken beach. The deposits vary in thickness 

from a maximum of over 10 meters at the Beer Stone adit in the Hooken 

landslip to a mere 40 cm at Pounds Pool half a mile or so to the East. 

Within the formation four units are clearly identifiable and are termed 

beds A1, A2, B and C. 

Bed A1 is a brown coloured coarse calcareous grit that ranges from 

being soft enough to crumble in the hand to a fiercely hard and compacted 

matrix containing lenses of tough calcite. Rounded grains and small 

pebbles of quartz and silica are abundant. It is well distributed from Ware 
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Cliffs in the east to Salcombe Regis in the west. The very topmost surface 

of the Upper Greensand is deeply fissured by a combination of erosion and 

bioturbation [burrowing and working by marine animals – Ed.] and soft, 

sandy sediments belonging to bed A1 fill the cavities. Fossils of the giant 

sponge-like Ceriopora ramulosa are abundant and well displayed near the 

base of the sheer cliffs to the west of Beer Head. Brachiopods, bryozoans 

and small echinoids are found, in beautifully preserved. 

Bed A2 is a light grey coloured nodular, shelly limestone seamed 

with streaks of the mineral Glauconite. It is finer grained than the underlying 

bed A1 and is richly fossiliferous. Ammonites of the Mantelliceras dixonii 

zone are abundant and often well preserved. The more nodular parts break 

readily under a hammer although some more condensed sections can be 

very tough. Other faunal elements include echinoids, bivalves, 

brachiopods, gastropods and crustaceans. Occasional vertebrate remains 

include shark and ray teeth, fish vertebrae and bone fragments from marine 

reptiles. It is the unit of the formation most prized by fossil collectors. Of the 

28 species of Cenomanian crab recorded in Britain 24 have been recorded 

in this unit at Wilmington Quarry. Bed A2 is well distributed and boulders 

from a thicker section are strewn on the beach under the large 2006 

landslip at Salcombe Regis. Beds A1 and A2 together represent the lower 

Cenomanian. 

Bed B is a cream coloured and fiercely hard splintery limestone 

containing numerous burrow infills and other evidence of bioturbation. In 

comparison to the underlying beds it is poor in fossils although the large 

ammonite Acanthoceras rhotomagense and the echinoid Holaster 

subglobosus are not uncommon. The unit is always thin and represents a 

part of the middle Cenomanian. Distribution is patchy and beach-found 

blocks appear to be more numerous east of the Axe. 

Bed C is a sandy, glauconitic chalk and is much softer that all the 

underlying units. Fossils are very abundant and include a diverse range of 

ammonites unknown from equivalent horizons in Britain. All the major 

faunal groups are well represented. The very highest part exposed in 

Shapwick quarry contains exotic Tethyan Ammonites that are probably 

Turonian in age and only known elsewhere from deposits in North America 
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and West Africa. Geologists have taken this bed as the basement bed of 

the chalk on account of its lithology. Besides yielding a diverse indigenous 

fauna this unit also contains reworked fossils from underlying deposits that 

have been re-deposited by erosional mechanisms and bioturbation. Fossils 

are often well preserved and frequently coated in a phosphatic veneer. Bed 

C is poorly distributed and is currently exposed at the Hooken, Wilmington 

Quarry, Humble Point and old pits around Beer and Seaton. With luck the 

unit may be exposed in temporary workings in the future and I am always 

keeping my eyes open! 

 

Acanthoceras rhotomagense from Middle Cenomanian Bed B of the 

Beer Limestone. Natural size 14” (35 cm) diameter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Currently the Society has a couple of vacancies on 
the Committee. If you feel you would like to help 

with the running of the Society, then please contact 
the Secretary or the Chairman. 
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Buttonweed 

 
Mike Lock 

 
Many people have asked me about the very abundant yellow-flowered 

plant that has appeared recently both on the big scrape in the field opposite 

the Colyford Common hide and, more recently, on Black Hole Marsh. This 

is Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia), also known as Brass Buttons or 

Golden Buttons. It is an annual or short-lived perennial herb with semi-

succulent leaves that grows mainly in salty places. 

It is a native of South Africa but has been widely introduced to the 

warmer regions of western Europe, western North America, South America 

and Australasia. I first saw it in Devon about ten years ago on the upper 

foreshore at Topsham, and on Colyford Marsh about five years ago, when 

there were just a few plants. Presumably it reached the Axe Estuary as 

seeds on the feet of birds that had flown from the Exe Estuary, but it is a 

cultivated plant so it is possible that it may have come from a local garden.  

Buttonweed belongs to the family Asteraceae (the Daisy family). The 

button-like flowers are in fact aggregations of lots of tiny flowers, which are 

all the same in lacking long petals. (In the daisy, for instance, the central 

tiny flowers are symmetrical and yellow (disc florets), while those around 

the edge are asymmetrical and bear a long white petal (ray florets)). 

Buttonweed has only disc florets. It spreads by seed and each head 

produces a large number of small seeds.  

Should we be trying to get rid of it? Whatever the answer, it’s probably 

too late now, as not only are there thousands of plants, but they will have 

shed millions of seeds which will have been spread about the Axe Estuary 

by the river and the tides. In winter they will probably form a useful food 

source for Teal, which feed largely on small seeds which they filter from the 

surface of the water. So it may in fact increase the food available for 

wintering ducks.  
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A Note from Norfolk 

 
David Kelf 

 

I may, or may not, be one of the further flung members of the AV&DCS, but 

I am guilty of being one of the members to whom you kindly post 

Newsletters. I lived in Seaton for many years and my boys, Robert and 

Tim, grew up there. I was, for many years, on the AV&DCS committee and 

was latterly the vice chair during Donald’s chairmanship. I shall always 

remember my time there with deep affection. I was a founding member of 

the Axe Valley Runners, the Grizzly, and the Seaton Development Trust, 

and was a voluntary director of the Devon Association for Renewable 

Energy (DARE). I was also a school governor at the Seaton primary school 

for many years and helped to install the renewable energy systems, for 

which we reached the final of the national Ashden Award scheme and took 

children to London to meet Al Gore. I still keep in touch with the 

headmistress of the school in Cheshire that beat us. As a tree warden in 

Seaton I planted many trees (did you know there are black poplars on the 

marshes?) and, as a member of the Spiral Sanctuary, helped to establish 

the cliff-top labyrinth whose design is related to the Jurassic Coast “Walk 

through Time”. 

Having read with great sadness in Issue 79 the obituary to Kimmo 

Evans, who I knew fairly well, I thought some of your members might like to 

know that I am still active in Norfolk but still visit the Axe Valley regularly. I 

wouldn't miss the Grizzly for anything and I renew many friendships there. 

These days I usually man the Grizzly memorial and give out coloured 

ribbons for runners to attach to it to remember their lost or close friends and 

relatives who cannot be with them anymore. At the end of the event the 

memorial looks amazing with hundreds of ribbons flying from it. Next year I 

will tie one on for Kimmo. 

I returned to Norfolk because my Dad died and I had to sort things out 

up here. But I originate from Norfolk - a place called Gorleston which is by 
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the sea between Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft and I have several family 

members and friends up here so, for me, it really is just a question of 

returning home.  

In East Anglia there are many simple and beautiful village churches and 

I visit lots of them. Some are Saxon or early Norman round-towered 

churches of which the great majority of British examples are in Norfolk; 

most were probably originally built on pagan or even neolithic sites. 

Hopton has a church ruins called St Margarets where the Great 

Yarmouth Preservation Trust are currently stabilising the stonework backed 

by various grants from heritage and conservation funders. The Hopton 

Parish council own the ruins themselves which mark the starting point, or 

destination, for pilgrims to, or from, Land’s End. Last year two people came 

from Australia to do the whole walk and each year more people take up the 

challenge.  

I belong to both the Norfolk and Suffolk Wildlife Trusts (for whom I 

volunteer at a nearby reserve). They have an old wooden-hulled Norfolk 

Broads cruiser which friends and I use in the summer to explore the rivers 

and water-ways of the Broads where we often see Marsh Harriers, 

Kingfishers, egrets, grebes and Otters. 

I like to think that Nature has much to teach us - about the health giving 

aspects of habitat diversity, the beauty of her many creatures and the 

whole environmental picture including the holistic and inter-connected way 

in which Nature’s processes are part of our own lives. We are part of the 

greater web of life, indeed the web of everything, so rather than using and 

abusing natural resources without a thought for long-term impacts, we 

would help ourselves by reducing this greedy consumption and paying far 

more respect to Nature in our daily lives. As the well known quotation goes: 

– "Let us live simply so that others may simply live".  

As a retired meteorologist I maintain an active interest in global warming 

(as opposed to the more natural continuing process of climate change) and 

its dire consequences, and believe we should all make small but invaluable 

efforts to reduce our own carbon and methane (greenhouse gas) 

"footprints". To help further these aims I belong to many environmental 

organizations including AV&DCS and Friends of the Earth.  
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After helping to set up a local park run here, which now attracts over 

200 people of all stages of fitness every 

Saturday morning, I have given up 

running myself in order to maintain 

enough fitness and energy to walk across 

the East Anglian countryside. Although 

there are more Skylarks and Brown 

Hares here, much of the countryside is 

quieter than it should be. The birdsong 

that used to be here is not so noticeable 

even though many of the farmers leave good field margins of wild-flowers 

these days. Where are the Cuckoos and the Hedgehogs for example? 

I return to the Seaton area several times a year and am so very 

impressed with the Axe Valley Wetland Reserves. I remember when 

AV&DCS just leased the Borrow Pit and all the rest was in private 

ownership. Gradually, as a result of joined-up forward thinking, and 

dedicated action by many 

individuals and 

organisations, the 

Reserves have expanded 

both in size and in 

educational and 

ecological importance. I 

love to re-visit them, over 

and over again.  

So I would like to end 

this note with a heart-felt 

thank you to everyone who has kept the dream alive, often against the 

odds, the frustrations and of the seemingly very slow progress. You all do 

wonderful work and, even though I now live a long way away, I appreciate 

very much all that you do. I hope the Sand Martins find their new houses 

and the Swifts return as usual (that is just the same up here and I love to 

hear them screeching fast around the house-tops in the summer). And I still 

dream of the day when I hear that AV&DCS has over 1000 members! 
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Work party in Humble Glades 21 February 2015 

 
Oliver Squire (Aged 7) 

 

Twelve workers went down into the Undercliff with Otter and Fuggles 

[dogs]. There were four big cracks in the ground were the soil was slipping 

down the hill as we approached Humble Glades. Tom was the boss and he 

told us where to start the fires to burn everything that we cut down. I 

collected and cut sticks for the fire 

before climbing up to join Rob who 

was looking for fossils. I was lucky 

and soon found a tiny shark’s tooth, 

bits of shell and an ammonite. When 

it was a time for a break Marjorie 

made tea and coffee and I had two biscuits. By now the fires were really 

hot so I was fetching wood from all over the place, and while sorting out the 

fire I picked up a log and dropped it on my foot. 

At lunchtime Fuggles stole Roger’s glove and tried to steal lots of 

sandwiches. There was a disaster when Peter fell off the rock he was 

sitting on and spilled his drink which Otter tidied up. Donald and I then took 

the dogs for a little walk and they splashed 

around in Humble Pond which stirred up lots of 

horrid smells. When we joined the others Doug 

had got his saw stuck in a big tree. Rob was 

trying to throw a rope round the branches of a 

tree to help get the saw out when suddenly the 

tree came crashing down and unfortunately 

landed on a pair of loppers with a bang. By 

now the fires were really big, the dogs were 

wet and smelly and I thought it was time to 

head back to the cars. However, Tom thought that we should let the fires 

die down a bit so we had some more tea and biscuits, tidied up and started 

along the little path that led us up to Whitlands. 
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Programme of Activities 

Autumn and Winter 2015-2016 

 

Please wear appropriate clothing and footwear; bring a picnic to events 
marked with an asterisk (☼). Car share where possible, contacting leader if 

need be. Contact numbers: Work Party details: Donald Campbell 01297 
552945; for Bird Watch details: Ian Waite 01297 20326; walks: Mike Lock 
01297 551556; EDDC Countryside Service 01395 517557; other queries, 
including problems with grid references and meeting points: Martin Drake 

01460 220650.  
At the end of a walk or birdwatch the leader will ask for a donation to 

Society funds.  
 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER 2015 

Wed. 
4

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party, 
Humble Ponds 

Pond clearance.  
Meet at Whitlands  

(SY306911)  ☼ 

Wed. 
11

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party, 
Trinity Hill LNR. 

Shrub clearance; Gorse 
coppicing.  

Meet at Reserve CP 
(SY307959)  ☼ 

OCTOBER 2015 

Sat. 
3

rd
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party; 
Undercliffs, Chapel 
Rock 

Laurel clearance. 
Meet at Whitlands 

(SY306911) 
☼ 

Sat. 
17

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party: 
Trevett’s Corner 

SSSI 

Tree and shrub clearance.  
Park, with care, at roadside.  
(SY359977)  ☼ 

 

Fri. 
23

rd
. 

19.30 
- 

21.30 

Annual General 
Meeting 

Colyford Memorial Hall.  
Talk by David Cox on 
Devon’s Butterflies 

Sat. 
24

th
. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk; about 5 
miles, along the 
Axe and over the 

hills. 

About 5 miles along 
the Axe and over the 
hills. 

All Saints Village 
Hall, ST305011 

leader 
Martin 
Drake 

 

With Martin Drake. Meet All 
Saints’ Village Hall. 

(ST305011) 
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NOV 2015 ctd 

Wed. 
18

th
. 

19.30 
 

Talk: The 
Greater 

Horseshoe Bat 
Project.  

By Helen Parr. 
Joint meeting with East Devon 

Branch of DWT. 
Kilmington Village Hall. 

Mon. 
23

rd
. 

12.00 
- 

16.00 

Bird Watch, 
Bowling Green 

Marsh. 

With Ian Waite. Meet at 
Holman Way Car Park 

(SX968881). Inform IW if 
attending  ☼ 

Sun. 
29

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Colyton 

Community 
Woodland 

Grass and shrub clearance. 
Meet at site carpark, Hillhead. 

(SY245934)  ☼ 

 

DECEMBER 2015 

Mon 
7

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Bird Watch. 
Portland Hrbr 
and Radipole 

With Ian Waite. Meet 
Ferrybridge CP (SY668755) 
Inform IW if attending. ☼ 

Wed 
9

th
. 

19.30 Talk: “Farmer 
John’s 

Conservation” 

John Greenslade (Radio 
Devon’s regular farmer talks 

about farming and 
conservation issues. 

Colyford Memorial Hall. 

Thu 
10

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs – 
Ware Pond. 

Pond Maintenance.  
Meet Crow’s Nest.   

(SY330916) ☼ 

Wed. 
16

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Holyford Woods. 

Woodland work. 
Meet Seaton Tower lay-by 

(SY233913) ☼ 

 

 

JANUARY 2016. 

Sat. 
2

nd
. 

10.00 
- 

12.30 

Walk: Trinity Hill 
to Uplyme and 

back 

With Donald Campbell. Meet 
Trinity Hill LNR carpark 

(SY307959) 

Sat. 
9

th
. 

 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs, 

Humble Glades. 

Glade Clearance 
Meet at Whitlands 

(SY306911)  ☼ 
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JAN 2016 ctd 

Sat. 
16

th
. 

10.00 
- 

12.00 

Axe Estuary 
Clean-up 

Meet Axmouth Bridge lay-by. 
Wear wellies, gloves and 

warm clothes! 

Wed. 
20

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Trinity Hill LNR 

Rhododendron clearance. 
Meet Reserve CP.  

(SY307959)  ☼ 

tba tbc Bird Watch 
Dawlish Warren 

With Ian Waite. Meet far end of 
Warren CP. Inform IW if 

attending.  ☼ 

Sat 
30

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Colyton 

Community 
Woodland 

Hedge Laying; Bramble 
clearance. 

Meet at site carpark, Hillhead. 
(SY245934)  ☼ 

 

FEBRUARY  2016 

Sat. 
6

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Pennyhayes 

Farm 

Scrub and grassland 
management. Park at 
Umborne Village Hall 

(SY236969)   ☼ 

Wed. 
17

th
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs, 
Sheepwash. 

Sheepwash maintenance. 
Meet Stepps Lane 

(SY266903) ☼ 

Mon. 
29

th
. 

10.00 
- 

17.00 

Bird Watch. 
Somerset Levels 

With Ian Waite. Meeting place 
to be arranged. Inform IW if 

attending. ☼ 

 

MARCH  2016 

Wed. 
2

nd
. 

10.00 
- 

16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs. 

Humble Glades 

Glade clearance. Park and 
meet at Whitlands (SY306911). 

☼ 

Mon. 
14

th
.  

10.00 
- 

14.00 

Bird watch: 
Dartmoor, Steps 

Bridge and 
Dunsford,  

With Ian Waite. Meet at car 
park on right-hand side past 
bridge (SX803883). Contact 

Ian Waite if attending 

Wed 
16

th
. 

 

10.00 
- 

12.00 

Axe Estuary 
Clean-up – 

Tramway side 

Meet at Tram Shed off 
Harbour Road. Wear Wellies, 

Gloves and warm clothes. 
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MARCH  2016 ctd 

Wed. 
23

rd
. 

19.30 Talk by Adrian 
Bayley: Small 
Mammals in 

Devon. 

At Kilmington Village Hall. 
Joint meeting with East Devon 

Branch of DWT 

Sat. 
26

th
. 

10.00 
-12.30 

Stroll, Holyford 
Woods, for 

spring flowers 
etc.  

With Mike Lock. Meet and park 
at Seaton Tower layby 

(SY233913) 

 

 

 

Other walks and events in the area are arranged by the 
following organisations (among others): 

 

EDDC Countryside Service (01395 517557); 
www.eastdevon.gov.uk/countryside/countryside-events 

[They publish two booklets each year, winter and summer, with 
details of events organised by a wide range of organisations in 

this area] 
 

Seaton Visitor Centre Trust (www.seatonvisitorcentretrust.org) 
 

Jurassic Coast Trust 
(01305 224132; www.jurassiccoast.com) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AV&DCS maroon short-sleeved poly/cotton polo 

shirts and long-sleeved sweatshirts are available in 

Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large at £14 each 

for sweatshirts and at £12.50 for polo shirts. 

All profits go into Society funds. 

Please contact Ian/Yvonne Waite on 01297 20326  
or email waite@relaxatseaton.co.uk for further 

details. 
 

 

http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/countryside/countryside-events
http://www.jurassiccoast.com/
http://www.axevaleconservation.co.uk/join.html#sweatshirt
mailto:waite@relaxatseaton.co.uk
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A butterfly walk on the Undercliffs – 9
th

 August 2015 
 

Martin Drake and Marjorie Waters 
 

In August we organised a joint expedition with Butterfly Conservation to 

look for butterflies. As the day had been well advertised by BC, by EDDC in 

their Diary of Events, and ourselves, we were overwhelmed, with well over 

40 people turning up, along with George and Frances Allhusen who kindly 

let us visit their part of the Undercliffs. Undaunted, the crocodile set off, 

heading for the Humble Glades. Most don’t get to see these glades as they 

are well off the public footpath, but they are little gems of flowery grassland 

that recent work-parties have expanded from a few remnant cores of old 

grassland, linking them together with narrow corridors. An important reason 

for enlarging the glades is to make them more suitable for butterflies, 

especially Wood White which likes such 

sunny but sheltered areas. 

We were ably led by Phil Parr whose 

knowledge of the butterflies of the 

Undercliffs is unsurpassed. But despite 

so many pairs of eyes and a capable 

leader, we saw only eleven species. The 

more spectacular of these were 

occasional Silver-washed Fritillaries, and 

possible Small Blue and Holly Blue. But 

no Wood White, 

although Phil tells 

us that they haven’t been seen at this end of the 

Undercliffs for a while now. Late summer migrants 

included Clouded Yellow and Painted Lady. Some of 

us saw a spectacular little micro-moth with crimson 

and olive wings (Oncocera semirubella – no 

common name) which, like so many insects on the 

Undercliffs, is uncommon. Others saw Endomychus 

coccineus – a ladybird-patterned beetle that wasn't a 
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Ladybird. 

You cannot get so many naturalists together 

without there being plenty of specialists in other 

disciplines, so despite the shortage of butterflies 

we were shown lots of uncommon plants that are 

ten-a-penny here. There was Ploughman’s 

Spikenard whose name is more interesting than 

the plant, sprawling Narrow-leaved Everlasting 

Pea and the parasitic Ivy Broomrape. One of the 

outstanding plants was Carline Thistle with its 

straw-yellow flower; others noticed the Wood 

Small-reed. Even the common but huge 

examples of Clematis vines were fascinating, straggling down like Tarzan 

ropes. 

So, despite the crowd, people thoroughly enjoyed the day and felt 
privileged to have been on such Hallowed ground! 

 

 

 

Lower Bruckland Nature Reserve: 28
th

 August, 2015 

 
David Cox 

 
Thirteen of us assembled for a stroll which focussed on butterflies and 

dragonflies. It was a fine day with intermittent cloud cover and a 

temperature of around 18°C. When the sun went in, our target insects 

temporarily disappeared, emphasising the importance of warm sunshine. 

The reserve was created by owner David Satterley in 1999, with the 

excavation of a number of ponds, fed by a stream. Some of the excavated 

soil was spread as a seed bank and as the reserve approaches maturity, 

we have a diverse array of habitats featuring pond life, flower-rich grass 

areas, hedges and copses.  

I chose this walk because a year or two ago I received a photograph of 

a female Brown Hairstreak, taken at this site, at about this time, by Dave 
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Wicken, an AVDCS member. The chance of seeing this butterfly away from 

the few known breeding sites is remote; Dave was lucky! The adult males 

spend their entire lives in treetops, where they feed on honeydew. The 

females descend to egg- lay on blackthorn, and can be seen, as this one 

was, basking in late summer sun or feeding on hedgerow flowers. The 

Brown Hairstreak is one of the few of our butterflies which over-winters as 

an egg, in this case for about eight months. The eggs are laid singly over a 

large area, which again lessens the chance of seeing the adult butterfly. 

The standard way of recording Brown Hairstreak 

populations is by egg counts during the winter months, 

when the white egg stands out against the dark 

blackthorn twig. Phil Parr has reported finding eggs in 

the Colyton area so we should all be alert to this 

possibility on our winter walks.  

Needless to say we did not strike lucky! But we did 

encounter ten butterfly species: numerous male 

Common Blues; numerous Speckled Woods and 

singletons of Peacock, Red Admiral, Painted Lady, Small Copper, Meadow 

Brown, Gatekeeper, Large White and Clouded Yellow. 

We enjoyed superb views of male Migrant 

Hawkers dashing along the pond-side, seeing off 

potential rivals. Common Blue and probably Azure 

Damselflies were plentiful, as were Common 

Darters, coupled and egg-laying. Also present were 

Southern Hawkers, Blue-tailed Damselflies and a 

single, late in the season, Broad Bodied Chaser. 

There were many bees and other insects 

nectaring on the various flowers, a notable example 

being one of the tortoise beetles on fleabane: 

Cassida murraea, the Fleabane Beetle, found mainly in the southwest. 

This is a great place to spend the best part of a day exploring the myriad 

of mown paths that meander through the reserve. With an excellent café 

and facilities it is good value for the £3.50 entrance fee, all of which is spent 

on the upkeep and development of this fine nature reserve. 
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Book Review 

 
My Devonshire Year. An Illustrated Journal of the Jurassic Coast and 

Countryside. Margaret I. Pogson. 2015. Pp.xv + 208; numerous coloured 

illustrations. Richard Webb, Publisher, Dartmouth. ISBN 978-0-9568464-

4-0. Price £20.00.  
 

In 1979 Margaret Pogson, then living in Seaton, set out to make an 

illustrated diary of the year in Seaton and its surroundings. In fact the diary, 

and particularly its illustrations, took her about six years to complete. She 

then tentatively offered it for publication, but there were other similar books 

on the market at the time, and she was unsuccessful. So the diary was 

consigned to a drawer where it lingered for many years until, on her 80
th

 

birthday, she presented it to her son Brian. He, thankfully, recognized its 

value and managed to interest Richard Webb, a retired publisher in 

Dartmouth, in taking on the book for publication. The result is a delight. 

There is a brief account of happenings for most days of the year, with an 

accent on the weather, which seems to have been as changeable and 

sometimes violent as some recent years, with storms throwing water and 

gravel over the sea wall onto the sea front at Seaton, and the Axe Valley 

covered in snow. She certainly chose an interesting year; January was the 

third coldest of the 20
th
 Century, a great easterly gale in mid-February 

caused flooding along the south coast and breached the Chesil Bank, and 

a violent storm in mid-August disrupted the Fastnet Race and led to the 

loss of 15 crew members (J.Kingdon: Climate and Weather, 2010). 

Margaret Pogson’s watercolour paintings have been excellently 

reproduced, and are the main meat and joy of the book. Her paintings of 

plants are exquisite. The spring flowers on pages 44-45 and 52-53 are 

particularly good; daffodils are very hard to paint accurately yet hers are 

perfect and spring lifelike from the page. It is perhaps unwise to mention 

just two of the paintings of flowers – all are excellent. She even makes the 

dead and winter-dry inflorescences of mugwort and burdock look beautiful. 

She is less at ease with birds and people, but her landscapes and 
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seascapes are beautifully atmospheric, particularly the more minimalist 

ones like ‘High Tide’ (p.162), ‘Early Morning at Sea’ (p. 100-101), in which 

she has caught perfectly the sunbeams striking downwards through gaps in 

the clouds, and ‘Haven Cliff – Early Morning’ on p. 20, in which about six 

washes produce a deceptively simple but complete picture.  

Most of the scenes she depicts are still recognizable today, and some, 

like the view of Landslip Cottage, provide an interesting historical record, 

although it is clear from the text that the view of the cottage was in fact 

painted from a childhood memory, as it had been vacated in 1950. The 

view ‘The Axe Estuary’ on p.41 provides a record of the site before some of 

the present houses were built. The one scene that seems to have changed 

immeasurably is ‘Whitford Weir’ (p. 34) which I cannot place at all; the new 

bridge and the new weir must post-date the picture.  

Sadly there are a few errors in the captions to the plant pictures: on p.60 

the captions for Herb Robert and Water Crowfoot are transposed; on p.86 

the butterfly is a Gatekeeper not a Meadow Brown; on p.98 read Ribwort 

for Ribwart; on p.112 read Yarrow for Tarrow; on p.128 read Harebell for 

Hairbell, and on p.134 read Vetchling not Vetching.  

These minor errors do not, however, detract from the book, which 

provides a beautiful record of the local countryside in 1979 and which 

should be of interest to both local residents and also a wonderful souvenir 

for visitors who want a record of the splendid Axe Valley and Jurassic 

Coast countryside in which they have spent their holiday.  

 

Mike Lock 

 

The cost of postage has now risen to such an extent that the price 
of printing and posting the Newsletter to members outside the 

areas where representatives deliver takes up virtually all of a basic 
£2 or £3 subscription. If you fall into this category, and feel able to 
increase your Banker’s Order a little to cover our costs, we would 

be most grateful! 
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Barrington Hill Orchid Count 

 
Mike Lock 

 
Green-winged Orchids Anacamptis (Orchis) morio, are one of Britain’s less 

common orchids, confined as they are to old pastures that have not been 

ploughed or fertilised for many years. There are now very few localities in 

East Devon, at least some of them in old lawns where owners often cherish 

them. There is an old record from the Undercliffs but the plant has not been 

seen there for many years.  

On 7 May 2015 about 12 AVDCS members met at Barrington Hill Farm, 

near Horton, west of Ilminster, to count the Green-winged Orchids in the 

four fields that comprise Barrington Hill National Nature Reserve. We were 

guided in our efforts by Tom Sunderland and Flemming Ulf-Hansen of 

Natural England, who are in charge of the running and monitoring of the 

site.  

The method was simple: we lined up about five metres apart and walked 

steadily across the field, each person counting all the flower spikes 

between them and the next person to the right. The right-hand person set 

out canes to mark the edge of the counted strip. We repeated the process 

until the whole field had been covered. We counted flower spikes as, 

although plants can produce more than one spike, it is not practical to look 

at each plant.  

Our total for the three fields on the day was 85,410 flower spikes. This 

sounds a lot, but it represents a big drop from 2014, when there were 

188,960 spikes. Counting started in 1988 when there were very few flower 

spikes – fewer than 150 in total for all four fields – and has been carried out 

in most years since then. Up until about 2011 numbers increased in all 

fields, with a peak at different fields in different years, but all showing a 

decrease since 2013. Why the drop? It is very hard to say; the flowering of 

orchids varies a good deal from year to year anyway, probably due either to 
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weather in the flowering year or in the year before, but also quite possibly 

affected by the intensity and timing of grazing and cutting of the fields.  

Green-winged Orchid flowers are small but form a dense spike that can 

be up to 40 cm (18 inches) tall. The flowers are usually pink-purple and can 

be darker or paler. Occasional white-flowered individuals occur, as well as 

a few very dark-flowered plants.  

The Reserve is also noteworthy for the abundance of French Oat-grass 

Gaudinia fragilis, a rare species of grass that occurs mainly in old 

unploughed meadows in scattered places in southern England.  

Let us hope that the careful management of these fields can be 

continued so that this spectacular display of flowers can continue to be 

enjoyed by all. The Reserve is open, but visitors are asked to keep to the 

paths and field margins. Grid Reference is ST300170.There is a small car 

park by the road.  

 

Book Review 
 

To Buy a Whole Parish. Rousdon and the Peek Family. Nicky 
Campbell. 2015. Pp.215; many b & w illustrations. Wheatear Books, 
Colyton, Devon EX24 6NU. No ISBN. Price £14.99. 

 

In 1869 Sir Henry Peek, a London merchant who had made money by 

importing tea, coffee and spices, decided that he wanted to do something 

to put his Evangelical Christianity into practice and to improve the lot of the 

poor. To this end he bought the Rousdon Estate – which amounted to 350 

acres at that time – for £11,500. At the time there were just 18 people living 

on the estate in the three habitable houses. Wisely, in view of several 

relatively recent major landslips in the area, Sir Henry commissioned a very 

detailed survey before he completed the purchase!  

Building at Rousdon started soon after the purchase, with the church 

being built first, followed by the lodges, the farm and its ancillary buildings, 

walled garden, and estate housing. Only then, in 1874, did work on the 

family home begin. All the buildings were designed by a single architect in 

a distinctive style. The main building was fortuitously enhanced by salvage 
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from two ships wrecked on the coast below, one carrying marble, the other, 

mahogany. Over the years the Estate was steadily improved and many 

more people were employed, usually at better wages than those paid to the 

general working population of the area. (There is an intriguing transcript of 

the statement of William Sampson, who had started work at Whitlands 

Farm aged about eight years, for two pence a day.)  

All this and the subsequent history of the Rousdon Estate and the 

Peeks is lovingly described in great detail by Nicky Campbell, who has 

been working on this since she and Donald moved to Combpyne in 1992. 

Chapters include those on the churches (Sir Henry not only built a new 

church at Rousdon, but also restored the one at Combpyne), the schools, 

the lodges, cottages and Home Farm, the mansion, the grounds and 

gardens, the observatories, museum and stuffed bird collection, the estate 

workers, the First World War and Rousdon and, of course, much detail of 

the life of the Peek family at Rousdon until the sale of the Estate in 1937.  

Nicky has researched the history of the Estate and the Peeks with great 

thoroughness and has not only sought out published records but also 

trawled the Devon Record Office and other sources for information, as well 

as talking to many descendants of those who lived and worked on the 

Estate. This is a book that will be fascinating to anyone with any connection 

to Rousdon as well as to those who would like to know about local history 

and the workings of a country estate in the late 19
th
 and early 20

th
 Century. 

It is available from the author or from local bookshops.  

Such a purchase was not without parallel; in 1845 Octavius Smith, a 

successful London industrialist (a distiller) bought the Achranich Estate in 

Morvern, West Scotland, and began a programme of building and 

improvement, with added employment and good accommodation and 

wages, which lasted for many years. Smith, however, saw the Achranich 

Estate more as a summer playground rather than a permanent residence 

(Gaskell 1996). One wonders if these exits from London were entirely 

altruistic and not driven by the foul state of the city in summer at that time 

before major sewers were built! 

 

Gaskell, P. ((1968)1996) Morvern Transformed. A Highland Parish in the Nineteenth 
Century. Cambridge University Press.  
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Mike Lock 

 

A Walk on Woodbury Common 

 
Pete and Lesley Clarke 

 
On April 1st we led the first walk of the Spring/Summer calendar, starting at 

Joney's Cross and walking across towards Woodbury Common. We only 

had a small turnout of three keen members on the day, but it was a lovely 

walk. The wind, fierce the day before, had died down and although it was 

not brilliant sunshine it was dry.  

We headed across the common at first and then skirted the edge. 

The walk took us across heathland and then through wooded areas. We 

then did some lane walking on the other side of the common and then 

turned back across the common to the car park.  

As leaders we had been a bit concerned that this wasn't a very 

exciting trail but Dave, Tammy and Miriam all found something interesting 

to look at. The flowers seen were: Barren Strawberry, Green Alkanet, 

Greater Stitchwort, Primrose, Dog Violet, Red Campion, Lesser Celandine 

and White Dead Nettle. At one point we walked up an avenue of Lime 

trees; presumably they used to lead to a large house. They were quite 

impressive and had lots of birds in their canopy. 

We also saw Devon Violets, both the White and the Blue forms. One 

of the group knelt down to see if they had any scent and found that the 

White did but not the Blue. A moth was found in the undergrowth and Dave 

rang Lesley after the event to confirm that it was an 

Orange Underwing.  

We were about to start the final leg of the walk 

across the common when a Yellowhammer was 

spotted. This is always a delightful little bird to see, 

and things got better still when we realised that there 

were at least half a dozen of them in the trees and 
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bushes around us. We stood for some time enjoying wonderful views of 

them before heading back to the cars.  

What a lovely day we had... 

 
Lesley Clarke 

 
This morning I was reminded that I should have written a piece for the 

Newsletter so, as I was out on a walk with friends at the time, we discussed 

it and talked about what a good day it had been. 

On 18th August we had an Open Day at Seaton Wetlands, held in 

conjunction with EDDC Countryside Services’ Volunteer Day. The sun was 

shining when we arrived at Seaton Wetlands to set up, and it soon started 

to get pretty hot, the August sun making itself felt. A good start for the day!  

Moth traps had been put out the day before by Steve Edmonds of 

EDDC and it looked as if quite a few moths had been attracted. Steve and 

Neil Croton of AVDCS set up in the classroom and people started to turn 

up at 9am to learn about the moths. I popped in to see how things were 

going at one point and counted 16 people clustered round the tables while 

the moths were identified - lovely to see so many people interested in these 

often overlooked beasties. Whilst all this was going on, Ghislaine Silvers of 

the Countryside Services served Bacon Butties, which were very well 

received, as were her teas and coffees, served throughout the day.  

Ian Waite was in the Island Hide all day, as August is a good time for 

waders and he spent the day helping visitors to the hide with bird 

identification. Ian is an excellent teacher; he has enormous patience and 

when I went along to deliver a cup of coffee I found a hide full of interested 

families. It was great to see the children learning about the birds.  

After the Moth ID, MIke Lock set out with a keen group on a plant 

walk. While families started to use the pond dipping nets, Pete (my better 

half) had set up a telescope in the hide behind the Information Centre, 

because one of our resident Kingfishers was showing very well. He was 

beating his fish on the frames of the duck traps before swallowing them. 
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This was very popular as Kingfishers are a bird that lots of people like, but 

all they usually see is a blue blur flying past. 

The day was going very well, with the sun bringing out lots of 

families, and they were all having a great time. The AVDCS stand was 

constantly busy. John Fendick from London Camera Exchange had a stall 

near our gazebo to provide extra interest to visitors. The barbecue started 

for lunch, with Steve Edmonds cooking the meat whilst Ghislaine and Tim 

Dafforn served the burgers and hot dogs.  

After lunch Martin Drake, our Chairman, took a group out on an 

insect walk. Steve went along to talk about dragonflies. Steve was just 

telling the group that dragonflies sometimes catch butterflies when a 

dragonfly performed to order.  As Steve explained how the wings are taken 

off and the body eaten, the wings of the butterfly duly fluttered down from 

the Dragonfly’s perch!  

In the afternoon the Tuesday Volunteers went with Laura and Dave 

from EDDC Countryside Services to start preparing an area for raised beds 

using recycled materials. Very hot work indeed.  

The day wound to a close as the insect walk came back from 

Colyford Common and went to look for more insects in the pond by the 

Open Shelter on Stafford Marsh. Everyone seemed to be reluctant to finish. 

When all was cleared up, AVDCS had two new members and EDDC had 

two new volunteers. This may not seem much of an achievement for a 

day's work but all who came and visited had a great day. There were lots of 

happy smiling children running about and hopefully those families will 

remember the Conservation Society. In my mind, the day was a success 

purely because of the enjoyment that everyone had.  
 

Hornets 
A Hornet appeared in my garden yesterday, gnawing on the flesh of 

a cracked pear. We see them here in Musbury most years around now, 

either feeding on fallen pears or, later, visiting ivy flowers for the nectar. 

They look like double-sized wasps, with a chestnut-brown (not black) 

thorax. I have seen nests twice in the last ten years, both in old buildings in 
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Doatshayne Lane. They are not aggressive and one can approach quite 

close although I wouldn’t disturb the nest! 

Mike Lock 

 

Some Brief Notes 

Mike Lock 

 

-hayne 
 

People often ask why there are so many names ending in –hayne in 

the Coly Valley. Browsing W.G.Hoskins’s ‘Devon’ recently I came upon the 

following:  

“About a score of these farms have the suffix –hayne or hayes in 

their name, from the mediaeval English hay, ‘enclosure’. They are nearly all 

compounded with a mediaeval personal name which suggests that they 

were enclosed in severalty in the 13
th
 or early 14

th
 cent. Some of these 

farmsteads became ‘mansions’ in the 16
th
-18

th
 cents. and are 

architecturally interesting, e.g. Hooperhayne, Blamphayne, Cookshays, 

Heathayne. These and others were the houses of small squires, and are 

very characteristic of their period and status”. 

[‘Severalty’ means owned by someone exclusively] 

 

Grimspound 
 

Recently we visited Grimspound, the largest Bronze Age settlement on 

Dartmoor. I had known about it for many years, but never visited it. A 

collapsed wall of large boulders surrounds a roughly circular four-acre site, 

with a single large gateway flanked by massive boulders. Inside the circle 

are the remains of a number of huts (24, according to the books) each six 

to ten feet in diameter with walls of large boulders. The site would have 

been occupied somewhere about 3,500 years ago when Dartmoor was a 

much milder place. The acid soil means that no bone has survived, so it is 

hard to know what animals the people may have kept. The site lies near the 
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road to Widecombe off the B3212 between Moretonhampstead and 

Postbridge. It is signposted and is only a short walk from the road. Well 

worth a visit! 
 

AXE VALE & DISTRICT CONSERVATION SOCIETY 
Registered Charity No. 266682 

Subscription Application/Renewal 
(for the year ending 30th September) 

To: Hon Treasurer, Mr Roger Ash, 37 Springfields, Colyford, E.Devon, EX24 6RE 

 

I/We* would like to join the Society*/renew our subscription*and pay  

£ …….  by Banker's Order (Banker's Order form enclosed) /Cheque* / PO*. 

I/we have not* received a copy of the latest Newsletter. 

(*Please delete as applicable) 

Minimum Subscription and Donation: 

●           £2.00 - Individual 

●           £3.00 - Two persons at the same address 

●           £0.50 - Junior (non-voting) member 

Name (In Block Capitals)…………………………………………Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms 

Address:…………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………Postcode:……………………….. 

Telephone Number:…………………………………..Date:……………………….. 

(Please note that membership records are held in computerised form. If you 

 have any objection to your details being held in this way, please notify the Treasurer.  

 

Gift Aid Declaration: Completing a Gift Aid Declaration ensures that we can make 

 the most of your subscription/donation. 

I, Title………… Forename……………………..Surname…………………………… 

Address………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………Postcode…………………………. 

To The Axe Vale and District Conservation Society. Please treat all subscriptions/donations 

that I have made in the past four years and all future subscriptions/donations that I make 

from this date as Gift Aid donations until I notify you otherwise.. 

 

Signature………………………………………Date………………………. 

 

NB. In each tax year you need to pay enough Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax to cover 

the amount of tax that we shall be claiming. At present we claim 25p in every £1.  

Please let us know if you no longer pay enough tax, if your name or address  
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LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES 

 
Mr R. Berreen   9 Rowan Drive, Seaton 

Mr D. Campbell   Wheatears, The Butts, Colyton  

(for Combpyne 

Dr C. Cannan    Knap House, Axmouth 

Mr. P. Clarke   78, Scalwell Lane, Seaton 

Mr P. Cook   8 North St., Axminster 

Mr D. Cox   21 Barnes Meadow, Uplyme 

Mr N. Croton   Gashay Farm, Hawkchurch 

Ms J. Dauncey   Wavertree, Market Place, Colyton 

Mr R.Dawe   Doulting, Kilmington 

Mr E.D.Gordon   Kincora, Beer Road, Seaton 

Mrs H. Horley   Tucker's Orchard, Dalwood 

Mr R. How   21, Burnards Field, Colyton 

Mr R.J.Olliver   Lost Elms, 9 River View Close, Colyton 

Mr N.Yool   Forge Farm, Rock, Membury 

Mr & Mrs M. Payne  14 Dragons Mead, Axminster 

Mrs B. Pocock   3 Old Manor Gardens, Colyford 

Mrs P. Price   7 York Road, Seaton 

Mrs C. Sargent   Ruffles, Doatshayne Lane, Musbury 

Mrs A. Smith   18 Burnham Close, Seaton 

Mrs J. Stacey Buckthorn, Rocombe Cross, Axminster (for 

Raymonds Hill).  

Mrs E. Stonex Highcroft, Whitford Road, Kilmington 

Mr I. Waite   38 Durley Road, Seaton 

Mrs M. Waters   12 Talbot Road, Lyme Regis 
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